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Abstract
Simulations in the nuclear fusion community are generating large data sets at remote sites.
Visualization and analysis of these data sets is then difficult, as downloading it to local
computers can take hours over even the fastest network connections. Problems such as
these are what Grid technologies,1 in particular the Globus Toolkit, are addressing. Until
now nuclear fusion has been using non-Grid and domain-specific solutions for distributed
data storage, acquisition and analysis. In the described work, we will compare
performance, flexibility and ease of use of Globus and MDSplus,2 as data transfer
mechanisms, and HDF53 and MDSplus, as data formats. As a first step, we have done
performance tests of data transfer in two models: one using the Globus Toolkit (GridFTP
transfer of HDF5 files), another using MDSplus (mdsip transfer of equivalent MDSplus
SIGNALS). To make these tests possible, an HDF5-to-MDSplus importer was developed.
The preliminary tests on a 100Base-T Local Area Network show that one-stream GridFTP is
2-2.5 times faster than MDSplus, when large data sets are being transferred. When the size
of the data is relatively small (<4.5 MB) MDSplus is more efficient. Tests with partial
extraction and transferring of data indicated that MDSplus is more efficient in data
extraction than the other scenario, which had a significant overhead associated with the
Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM), which we used for HDF5 dataset
extraction. Similar to our LAN results, preliminary Wide Area Network transfer tests
show that the GridFTP becomes more efficient for larger files (>45MB). We will present the
tests results and discuss our recommendations for implementation of fusion data grids,
which will hopefully combine the benefits of all the technologies: MDSplus, Grids and
HDF5.
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